Blades for Use in Tire and Rubber Processing

Cutting, slitting, slicing, trimming . . . .
For over a century, Hyde has supplied products to meet the challenges of the toughest industrial applications. Whether it’s a circular blade for an automated process, or a custom hand knife designed for a particular trimming need, Hyde has a solution. If we’re unable to meet your expectations with one of our dozens of stocked items, we’ll work with you to design a knife or blade specific to your operation.

From traditional wood to ergonomic soft grip handles, we can customize a hand knife to your specific demands. If it’s a circular blade you need, our experience will match the ideal material alloy to your application to maximize blade performance.

Isaac Hyde founded the company in 1875 serving industrial customers. We continue his tradition of total customer satisfaction to this day.

We stock several steel alloy types to offer the best blade or knife performance for your specific application requirements. If we don’t have the optimum material on hand, we can get it for you quickly!

Inventoried Material Types Include:
1050  52100
1075  M2
1095  D2
8670  A2
Chrome Vanadium
Industrial Blades for Tire and Rubber Manufacturing

The unique physical characteristics of rubber demand knives and blades specifically designed to offer both ease of cut and predictability of cut. Hyde has well over a century of experience cutting rubber – we have the depth of knowledge and experience to ensure that Hyde blades get the job done. Hyde works with OEM equipment manufacturers and tire plants to ensure that the blades we manufacture provide the best possible value for the money. Hyde blades are designed to provide quality cuts and long life, outlasting the competition. Whether its hand knives, mill blades or machine knives, we’ve got you covered.

Our Range of knives and blades for the tire and rubber industry include:

- **Hand Knives** - Hyde has been supplying I. P. HydeR brand hand knives to the tire and rubber trades since our founding in 1875 (its how we got started). We offer the industry’s widest variety, with or without handles, including Mill Blades, Flash Trim Tools, Hook Knives, Mill Knives, Pin Vent Blades, Putty Knives, Skiving Knives, Slabbing Knives, Square Point Knives, Utility Knives and V-Trim Knives.

- **Machine Blades** - Hyde machine blades have set the standard in tire plants for decades. You just can’t get longer-lasting, more dependable machine blades from any other supplier. We offer Bias Cutters (standard and high-low tooth forms), Calender Knives, Circular Calender Knives, Mill Knives, Pin Vent Trim Blades, Slitter Knives and Skiver Knives for all types and makes of rubber processing and conditioning equipment.

Custom made blades available upon request - send us your drawing or print and let us quote your requirements. Remember, if it can be eaten, a Hyde blade can cut it!

“Hyde quality is key to our overall performance. Hyde’s engineering support is a key differentiator in our view.”

TIRE PRODUCTION PLANT MANAGER